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ABSTRACT

The purpose was to determine the effect of group size
on both the total and the average per person fluency, flexibility,
and originality of responses to problem solving tasks. One hundred
sixty-three college juniors and seniors were assigned at random to
groups of one, three, six, or twelve members. All groups were given
identical instructions to respond aloud to three problem-solving
tasks. Results showed that as group size increased, so did the total
group fluency, flexibility, and originality; however, groups with
three members were statistically indistinguishable from groups with
six members. In terms of flexibility, six-member groups generated no
more categories of responses than did twelve-member groups. Results
also showed that as group size increased, the per - person contribution
tended to diminish, and that groups of 'six or of twelve members
appear to inhibit per-person contributions equally. (DT)
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Research in the area of creativity training has generally shown that
group productivity surpasses individual productivity Owen, Renzulli and
Callahan, 1972

Torrance, 1970, 197i

Taylor and Faust, 1952).

However,

there seems, to be some question about the optimal size for grOups who

are engaged in brainstorming or creativity training sessions.

Osborn

(1963, p. 159) 110.s hypothesized that "as to the size of a brainstorming
group, the ideal number is about a. dozen."

Arnold (cited in Osborn,

42), on the other hand, proposed that an individual can form
a brainstorming "group" with himself as an only member with ',,he hypothesized advantage of the elimination of external standards.

He sugL;ested

that some people simply do not need a group to encourage theelto think
in a highly fluent manner.

Neither Osborn nor Arnold offered any

empirical evidence to support these assertions.

Research dealing with group productivi7y ha_ Lintered arDund two
major issues.
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Introduction

First, dces the mutual stimulation which results from

group interaction bring about the generation of a greater number of ideas
or responses to a. given problem (i.e., increased fluency)?

A second

issue related to group productivity studies deals with the quality or
originality of responese emanating from group problem solving situations.

Taylor, Berry, and Block (1958) found that while fluency increases in
groUp situations, a larger number of unrepeated ideas were produced by
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individuals when working done than by those working in groups.

These

researchers concluded that group conditionSmay have the effect of
channeling thinking-in similar directions and thereby reducing the
flexibility and originality of responses.

Several studies have attempted to investigate the function of group
South (1927) investigated some of the

size in creative problem solving.

psychological aspects of committee work using groups of three and six.

He found that groups of three were more efficient in dealing with abstract
problems while groups of six performed more efficiently with concrete
problems.

South concluded that the abstract problem, solving situation

was more efficient in smaller groups because the resolution of abstract
problems required a compromise, and that compromise was more easily
reached in smaller groups.

In a study dealing with the effects of group

size and threat reduction on creativity in a problem solving- situatior,

GLbb (1951)
:ported a .L

p
.1rear., or

11 :;rol7_,

hibition of ::',7,:atr

tc

Gibb's result:. -,=.,,%osted that sclutions to a probl.= increased as a

negatively accelerated function of group size.

Taylor and Faust (1952)

found that fourperson groups correctly solved more problems than two
person group.

however, their problems appeared to be more convergent.

thpn-divergent in nature.

In a study dealing with the effects of large

and small group participation on decision making, Fox, Lorge, Wiltz, and
Herrold (1953) found that groups consisting of 12 to 13 air force officers
wrote decisions that were of superior quality to those written by smaller
groups that consisted of six to eight Members.

3

In a review of the literature on the effects of group size, Thomas
and Fink (1963) found that under some conditions quality of performance
and group productivity were positively correlated with group size.

They

also reported that under no conditions were smaller groups superior.
Further, Meadow, Parries, and Reese (1959) found that persons working in

groups produced seventy percent more "good ideas" than the same number
of persons working individually.

In contrast, Kidd (1958) employed

anagram tasks, sentence completion tasks, and jig-saw task- to measure
the social influence phenomena in a task oriented group situation.

Hip

data failed to confirm the hypothesis that efficiency would increase as
group size increased, and no significa/K differences were reported in
productivity between groups of two, four, and six.
If the efficiency of the creative procus:

is a function of group size,

it would seem desirable' to outline more elc.c: ,y the r.A.ationshis -0,Aween

group size and such dimensions as fluencY, 1.1.exibilit71 and orig-i=lity.

Larger groups would appear to bring more min

to bear on a pa=icular

problem, however, smaller groups allow for more participation on the part
of individuals.

Small groups may also provide an atmosphere that is less

subject to peer pressure, while larger groups. may stimulate more original

responses ap a function of increased group fluency.

The major objective

of this study was to investigate the following:questions with regard to
group size:
I.

What is the effect of group size on total fluency, flexibility,
and originality of responses to problem solving tasks?

2.

What is the effect of group size on average per person fluency,
flexibility, and originality of responses to problem solving tacks?

.

I;

Procedures.
Subjects.

Subjects were 153 colic:Go juniors ...Ind seniors enrolled

in an introdu,Aciry educational psychology course.

Experipental Treatment.

Ss were assigned at random to groups of

one, three, six, Jr twelve members.

1

Following a short "warmup" t.?.sk,

all groups were given identical instructions to respond aloud to three
problem solving tasks.
Task

The tasks and instructions were as follows:

List all of the 'possible uses thA You can thinh of for,

awiresathpp.aer. -Let your mind wander and try to think of uses that
no one else has ever thoght of.

Tell the rec::rder a_.1 the ideas th,-.

come to mind, even. if they seen silly or impractical

You will have

live (5) minutes for this t72.sk.
Task 2:

the

List oil the possible cnsequenceE3 that miGht result if

oll.-ins situation oc.,arred:

Ima:Lme that -al the peo212 in the world

re suddenly:reduced_tp.

141-1es in height.

You will be given ten (10) minutes for this exercise.
realistic and fanciful responses.

For example,

1.

There would be no need to list peoples

2.

Ne one would have the nickname 'Shorty.'

Task 3

Think of both

heights on drivers' licenses.

List all of the things you can think of that c.!me

In addition to such common things as a pair of socks, try to think of
unusual pairings such as

"one half of a quartet. "

You will hove seven

(7) minutes for this exercise.

.....
iThe authors acknowledge that a "Group" consisting of one member is not
consistent with the traditional definition of group.
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%1.1 responses generate,1 by group members,

Two racirdel,s ,:yrJte

and no evaluation cf responses was made during the pr,-:blem s3lving

situation. AltL_uhthe tasks were timed, the time limits were bro,ad
enough so that rosp7nses waned long bef..re time r.-.n out for ea.,:h task.

Analysis.
criteria:

Responses for each group were scored according to three

fluency, flexibility; and originality.

The fluency criterion:

was established by ranking a simple frequency count Jf recorded response s,

1M: rcspes were

with.repazted answers omitted.

by first grou:.ing answers into rat :..:.=.:aal c7:7...egories.
wore -.7.rtIved

by a consensus of

separ-2.te gr.upings within each

cored f.:r flexibility

These categories

jud2os, and ringed from 15 t) 17
three. tasks.

was tn.. -:.tal number ,f differon:I

The flexibility score

wodu_. by any particular
judges to

Tiginality L(_,ore -;:as detsminod :)5r

;:;1-

reFD.m.sa in turs of 77.7.tictic.J.1 frequency un

scale ,f 1

:mdane) to 3 (high originality; unique).

(1,w
1^t)

Interrater

A mean

figured f,or each response and summed within groups.

lability for the tw, originality judgments was found to be .79.

rinall,;,. fluency, flexibility, and originality scores were samed

each group across the three problem solving tasks.

for

In 4Idition, mean per

person scores on each criterion were found by dividing the group sum by
the nt:aber

):17 group neabors.

Thus; there were six independent variables:

group scores on fluency, flexibility, and originality; and average per
person scores on the same three variables.

One' way analyses of variance

were perfumed un the six criteria, with the independent variable being
the size of the group.

6

11c:sults.

Results of the m.:.lysos

i;rJup

productivity on the oriteri-2. if fluency; flexibility; anC originality

Overall F ratic,s f,r ech criterion

are shown in Tables 1; 2, and 3,

were all sisnifivant at the .05 level.

In other 'words; gruup size had

powerful effect n the total group ,Jutput.
were statistical-J.7 different

To doter, :lino which grJups

-7:m the other gruups,

parisons were r.lade by means ei Tukey's H.S.D. (Huncs%

Difference) tecque (Kirk,

,8).

ar

.

sh.,wn in TLbI:-.:s 7, v,

rospoct to the

anc:

7 Signi2icmt

The results

comT,,_:risms

A distinct trenC can

t 3-La..

T1 it15 7cr.:ss the grJup

Dsto,rio4 com-

soon with

A cle-7

,

S

zr-,uT

fluerny, flexibility, ark:, oriF,,:inlity.

However,

.,11 each Jf the

three criteria; groups with three members wore statistically indistinguishable fr,m f.,;rAips with six members.

produced about the same number

That is

gruups ;'Jf three

rospmses and showed the sane am.)unt

,f originality and flexibility as groups uf six members.

In additi_n,

it w.s fJund that in terms of flexibility; six-mocaber gr,ups generated
nc, mro cc:tog-ries :-.C-resp..;nses than did twelve-member grt,ups.

The see_ald research question dealt with average per porsJn sc..;res

within the.variJus group sizes.

Again; analyses of variance produced

signiZicont overall 7. ratios fir each of the throe. criteria.
results arc presented in Tables 47 57 and 6.

These

Al posteriori tests revealed

results that mere; generally cpposite from the results of t:Jtal group
output.

It vm.s 1%)undAhat as group size increased, the per person cun-

tributi,n tended tu diminish.

Exceptions to this tendency soanod to bo

7

with respect t- six- and twelvo-menber croups .on the critoria of
fluency and criginclity,

There wero

in

statisti,:al difference

average per person productivity between these tw., gr.:ups.

Als, the

difference in per pers_n flexibility scores between six- and twelvemember gruups was just barely significant at the .05 level.

Thus,

groups of siX or twelve members alp-dear tu. inhibit per person cwatributi.,ns equally.

Discussion end

Cnclusi.ns.

The rests

_lc. resear_:.

J.-in perhaps best understood if the

pur-2.:,ses of gr,up problem solving aro outlined.,

From me viewpoints

crJups are used tc sJlve pr.itlems quickly and efficiently.

If the

results of this study 'oan bo extended to practical applicati:ns, it
appears that the larger the group.-(up to twelve members), the greater
the tAal pnjductivity in terms of the nu fiber

responses, originality

of answers, and capability. of generating now categories of respmses.

If the primary purpose of the group is tc Got problems solved, two

additimal implications can be drawn.

Firsts groups of three, six, or

twelve are cenerally 12.:;re prJductive then individuals.

Sccund,if

groups of twelve arc impractical (says within a classrJ.Jm), it moRes
little difference whether the gr,lup has three or six members.

if there arc several prublems which need to be

In facts

:.:lved under this

circumstances it would seem judiciuus to use groups of three, so that
more.groups could work

mere pmblems.

U

On'tha ,ther hand,

resc..7.rchors (c.f. Osb.:rn, 1903) have.

asserted that me i the majr. functions of group 1-,roblen

r brainstorming is to stimilato ideas rather than tJ provide s)lutims
t; specific problems.

Essentially,.then, it is pjssibla -L. view gr,up

activities as a procedure fir

.lerbers t. be Jore creative.

Fr-):,. this stmdpint, the results of the present study '.re n.A ene::uraging.

It was seen that as grAlp size increased, per person productivity
_

3enerally decreased.

The implicatim here is that the effect of

increased grJup size may be -t:J delimit seri.:usly r_;ppL:rtunitios for

individual prl,ductivity in salving problems.

The findines

nature

this dudy must be tempered by a hard loJk at the

the problems empl6yed.

One potential criticism that must be

ac4howledged is the proJsition that the tasks were surreal Jr .irrelevant.
It remains f%) be seen whether the findings hold up when "real life"
prf_:blems are used.

The present study is now being partially replicated

with a "red life" pr_blem.
ti be validated.

In additiDn, the implicatiDns ?Jr training need

For instance, does individual prytice in prJblem

where per person prAuctivity is high, facilitate group problem solving
when those individuals are brought tecether?
;kilo it should be stressed that the present findings depend upon
.

hew ene views the purpose of problem solving activities, perhaps the r.Ist
sensible apl)r.:,ach is that a variety of experiences in groups of varied

sizes will help individuals to determine under which conditions they

perato mJst effectively.
lend themselves

cortaintypes -f

different gr.)up cunditLns.

unubt:2.bly

F,r exa:T,)10., a complex

social pmble71 that i.lay require input fr.Ju -.)ersuns representing; many

disciplines (psyclr_,LLy, s,cilaecy, ec,ndics, city .dimninu), etc.)

may very well dictate sr,up size accrdins to the types Of reprosentati.in
necessary.

Finally, it, seems clear th2t the vc.lue of LT.Ju7)

sossims depends
c..,nducted, the nature

e_eEree un

the t,pic under c,nsideratiun, and the aze

and aducati_mal back r:ruund of the participants.
'

the sessiuns are
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Table 1

Analysis of Variance on Group Fluenc
Source
Between

SS

(4.f

F
22.31*

HS

3 ---73E917,74---271199 :8

I,athin

27

29",;30.,.22

Total

30

102728.96

1093.71

Table 2

Analysis of Variance on Group Flexibility
Source
Between
Within

df
27

663.12
437.27

Total

30

1100.39

3

SS

MS
221.04
16.20

F
13A65*

Table 3
(-

Analysis of Variance on Group Originality

-.....--,

Source
Between
Within

df
27

120587.90
48595.65

Total

30

169183.55

* p < .05.

3

SS

MS
40195.97
1799.84

F
22,33*

4

Person Fluency

Analysis of

Source

df

Between
Within

3

27

2183.88
1448.89

Total

30

3632.77

727.96
53.66

13.56*

Table 5

Analysis of Variance on Per Person Flexibility
Source
Between
Within

df
27

SS
2070.27
88.82

Total

30

2159.05

3

MS
690.05
3.29

F
209.76*

Table 6

Analysis of Variance on Per Person Originality

Source
Between
Within

df

Total

*P c.05

3

4277.17

MS
1425 72

23

2')32.32

93 79

30

'6809.49

SS

15.20*

12
Table 7

Total fluency'

A Posteriori Tests on Group Differences;

R2

R4

51.,.00*

147.33*

R2

92.33*

R3

66.22*

li.S.D. = 47.93

Table 8
1

A Posteriori Tests on Grou

71

R-2

7.98*

R1

Differences:

Total Flexibility

3

9.43*

13.76*

1.45

R2

5.78*

H. ,.D. = 5.6!)

R3

4.33

Table 9

A Posteriori Tests on Group Differences:. Total 0riginality

x3

Xl

i-

Ri

61.38*

X

4

100.60*

187.38*

32.22*

126.00*

R2

R3

Ri

86.78*

= one member group; 52= three member group;

R3 = six member group; R4 = twelve member group
*pc .05.

1

H.S.D. . 59.40

-13Table 16
Al

rosteriori Tests on Per Person Pluenc:
X2

7

7(

4-8;

1!:..33*-

22.77*

10.42*

17 88*

4

X2

H.E.;.D. - 10,26

7 34

Xl
ea.iiiMI.

Table 11

L Posteriori Tests on Per Person Ele:dbilit/
A

't

X'
2.5t,*

7.78*

22.2/*

5,23*

19,65*

.....1.11

14..Z.(3*

H.2.D.

X
3

Table 12

J-Posterioli Tests on Per Person Originality
A,

7
.3

f,.66

x3
R

7
')2

'1

17 08*

32.28*

12.22

26.62*

14.4C*

2

Xl

1

A

1 = one member group;
- - six member group;

*p <, n!).

5y-. thiee member group;
)7,=
twelve member gi oup
4

. 13,59

